Data Acquisition (DAQ) Software.
The Turbine Dynamics Monitoring System is an advanced product intended for
use on high speed rotors subjected to extreme acceleration and temperature. The
TDMS hardware can survive and operate at continuous conditions up to 25,000x
earth gravity. Because of the accelerations and potential energy in rotary
systems, installation or operation of the TDMS by untrained personnel can create
unsafe conditions. The TDMS wirelessly measures engineering signals of interest
from complex rotor dynamics. The TDMS should only be operated by personnel
who are familiar with data acquisition and wireless devices.

Suprock Technologies, LLC
Phone: 603-686-9954
Email: inquiries@suprocktech.com
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Introduction
A primary application of this software is interfacing and operating the Torsional Dynamics Monitoring
System (TDMS) hardware. The functionality of the software extends to interfacing all Suprock
Technologies USB telemetry hardware. This software is a powerful tool to simultaneously interface
multiple wireless and wired devices, control their operation, and execute complex data acquisition tasks
from a single interface. It is a robust, unambiguous, and direct way to interface digital sensors and capture
data for post processing.
This manual is intended for use as a guide to the Suprock Technologies USB data acquisition GUI. Examples
are provided with an emphasis on the TDMS application. This software is designed to interface all Suprock
Technologies wired USB telemetry (USB) and Wireless Module (WM) telemetry. This software is based on
the Suprock Technologies Asphodel Communications Protocol.
This manual covers operation of the software interface and introduction of subjects such as telemetry
setup and radio frequency device hardware. The software manual topics relate to the control of an
existing installation but are not provided in sufficient technical depth to train a user in the installation
process or hardware setup of these devices. Use case examples are provided to show demonstration of
the software functionality from a user level perspective. Any industrial hardware installation such as the
TDMS should be done by qualified installers.
This software is not for Commercial Sale and is provided without charge to support applicable hardware
installations. No representations or warrantees are made regarding the fitness of this software for a
particular use. This software has been presented as-is. Specific application cases, including those under
NRC jurisdiction, may include examination of the software code and libraries for cyber security
compliance. On a case by case basis, Suprock Technologies will provide this information under NDA with
the end-user to satisfy such requirements.
Parts of this software, related to Quad Telemetry module devices, was developed by Suprock Technologies
under work with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Under agreement with EPRI, the
distributable (compiled) software will be made available to commercial entities possessing an EPRI
commercialization contract. These commercial entities may not resell, modify, or rebrand this software.
The software may be used to support compatible telemetry hardware applications.
Suprock Technologies will remain responsible for versioning and releasing updates to this software and
the Asphodel Protocol Library. Such updates may relate to new types of hardware or upgraded firmware
releases for existing hardware.
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Software Installation
The data acquisition software must be
installed on a suitable computer. Prior
to installation, please ensure that the
PC minimum specifications are as
follows:







4 GB ram
x86 processor
o Dual core or better
o Intel i5 or better
1024x768 screen resolution
Minimum 64Gb storage
USB 2.0 root hub
o 3.0 is acceptable

An example of an acceptable computer
is the Microsoft Surface Pro. This is a
compact computer capable of running
the TDMS system.
For installation in the field, touch
screen monitors are preferred but not
required for operation.
To begin software installation,
execute the provided installer package
and follow the wizard. The software
will automatically create and install to
a Suprock Technologies folder located
in \Program Files.

If you wish to have a Start Menu link
to the software, you may choose to do
so at this time.
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Software Installation (cont.)
Once the installation directory and
Start Menu options are specified, the
software is ready to install.

Allow the installer to unpack and
install the appropriate files. Note that
the software can be removed from the
Device Manager in Windows.

Once the installation has completed,
the wizard will exit and you are ready
to run the software.
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Connecting Hardware
Example: TDMS with Quad Telemetry
A standard TDMS installation will consist of a combination of the following hardware devices. These
devices are set up and commanded through the software interface.




Quad telemetry devices (typically two redundant devices on a rotor at each installation location)
Wireless Module Receiver (WM) devices (typically one for each rotor-mounted telemetry)
RF Power (RFP) devices for radio excitation (typically two or three at each installation location)

Figure 1 TDMS Hardware Devices

The TDMS system will be assembled professionally in Turbine-Generator applications. Typically the
hardware will be set up ahead of the use of the DAQ software.
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Software Functional Overview
The DAQ software performs functions related to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Management of the stationary (non-rotating) hardware setup.
Management of remote devices such as the Quad Telemetry.
Handling data streams from hardware.
Decoding data streams.
User feedback functionality with plotting and interaction.
Management of hardware unit tests, device tests, sensor tests.
Read/Write of hardware presets from the device firmware and default operating settings.

Figure 2 Software Functional Diagram

DAQ Plot Main Window
After starting the DAQ software you will be welcomed by the Plot Main Window. This window is the base
environment where all of the DAQ functionality is presented. The DAQ software has been engineered to
distill highly complex information and present the user with clear visual and quantitative metrics. The
categories of information displayed by the Plot Main Window are: 1) Device connectivity 2) Hardware
performance 4) Sensor data and health.
The Plot Main Window is organized by having a tab for each connected hardware device. Each tab contains
information and controls that are specific to that device. By default, each tab is named according to the
serial number of the hardware device. However, the name of the tab can be different than the hardware
serial number if the user decides to give the hardware a User Tag (name).
On startup of the program, USB will be queried for any connected devices. Discovered devices will be
displayed in tabs within the Plot Main Window. If a device is connected after program startup, the menu
Devices has an option to Rescan USB.
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Basic GUI operations
There are several basic GUI operations.
Under the File menu there is an Exit option. This option executes a program exit, stopping data collection
and shutting down all attached USB devices. The program Exit results in all USB hardware devices to

Either a menu Exit or program termination (window X, unplanned computer shutdown, etc.)
will result in full shutdown of the connected hardware. When the application is stopped,
wireless and USB communication will cease in addition to stopping all RFP excitation of
wireless devices.
shutting down. This can have implications to the hardware status, for example, data streams are
terminated and telemetry radio excitation is terminated. When the program is closed without using the
menu exit option, devices will also shut down.
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The Plot Main Window also contains a Pause and Resume functionality. Similar to the program Exit, these
buttons will halt data streams. When Pause is selected, no additional data is captured. However, the
hardware remains in active communication so that streams may Resume at any time.

Each hardware device tab in the Plot Main Window also contains a log prompt which displays information
related to that hardware device operation.

RF Power Transmitter (RFP)
When an RF power transmitter device (RFP) is connected, a tab will be generated for that device according
to either a serial number (RFP-XXX) or a User Tag (name). On the first time an RFP device is connected, or
if this device has never been given a User Tag name, the serial number will display in the tab.
Additional information is also provided in the top of this tab about the device including the board
hardware revision information, the firmware build information, and the firmware build date. This device
information is also accessible in a verbose text form, discussed in the next section.
The RFP devices will have options for graph channel displaying measurement parameters related to the
RF excitation signal. There are also device setup and control parameters to the right side of this tab. The
bottom of this tab contains useful self-test and additional text based data metrics relating to device
operation.

The simplicity of the RFP tab interface can mask the underlying complexity of RF device setup.
RFP devices are radio frequency devices and should be set up by a qualified installer who
understands RF measurements, RF networks, and antennas.
The RFP tab interface is a dashboard that controls function and reports performance of the connected
RFP device.
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The RFP device control is software-limited to ISM band. Although the hardware is capable of both 868MHz
and 915MHz band operation, the band limits are set in the firmware based on geographic location of the
installation. US is 902.5-928MHz. Other associated hardware changes, such as antenna specifications, are
also considered by the installer before installation and during setup.

RFP Graph Channel
The installer will set up the RFP devices. Under normal circumstances the user will not have a
need to explore the advanced Graph Channel functionality in the RFP tab.
During installer hardware device setup, it may be advantageous to understand parameters related to RF
power excitation, antenna performance, and the hardware onboard voltages/currents. The graph channel
can be selected from the dropdown menu at the top left of the tab. Installers will be trained in the
definitions and use of the Graph Channels on the RFP device.
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The FFT Subchannel is also available on the RFP device tab. This allows the tab to display a FFT of a graph
channel, or subchannel from within a particular graph channel. This can be useful to advanced installers
during system setup.

RFP Settings, Information, and Controls
Basic RFP Controls
Once an RFP installation has been set up, the user can control the RF Power to excite the remote telemetry
modules. This basic operation consists of Enable and Disable of the RF Power output. There are also slide
bars and text boxes available to modify the Frequency, Gate Voltage, and Drain Voltage. These parameters
relate to internal operation of the RFP device. It is NOT recommended that a user modify these once an
installation has been configured by the installer.
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Once the installer has completed a telemetry setup, the parameters of the RFP are set internally on the
hardware device. These parameters include the default frequency, power levels, and User Tags. The end
user will not have to reconfigure or modify these parameters once an RFP hardware installation has been
verified by the installer.

The setup parameters of the RFP are saved internally on the hardware device.
If these control parameters are modified, the output of the RFP is modified in both frequency and power
level. While unadvisable at a user level the function of these parameters can be understood as follows:






Frequency controls the RF excitation frequency that is powering remote telemetry modules. This
frequency has an impact on the power level and efficiency of the RFP. This frequency is limited in
the device firmware to comply with the local ISM band frequency range. An installer will use a
combination of RF tools to determine the proper frequency for an installation and it is highly
unadvisable to modify this after installation has been verified.
Gate Voltage controls the RF internal power amplifier transistor gate drive voltage. Higher voltage
will produce higher gains in the power amplifier (e.g. related to more output power magnitude).
This voltage range is limited in hardware to be within the specification range of the gate drive
voltage. This parameter is highly nonlinear and it is not advised that it is modified post-installation
by the user.
Drain Voltage controls the RF internal power amplifier transistor drain voltage higher voltage will
produce higher magnitude on the output excitation. This voltage range is limited in hardware to
be within the specification range of the drain voltage. This parameter controls output power and
it is unadvisable to change post-installation.

RFP Menu Options
The RFP has several menu options that allow an installer to setup the parameters of the RFP.
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RFP User Tags
Setting the User Tags is a convenient way to name a device, indicate the location of a device, or otherwise
identify an RFP device. One recommendation is to name the device according to its location on a unit. E.g.
if the RFP is located on a Unit #3 rotor at bearing T9 and is the second RFP at that location, User Tag 1 may
be set to “U3 T9 RFP2”.

RFP Device Information
The RFP can report verbose information relating to the hardware build, firmware build, and available
internal data sources. This information is useful to installers and also for storing a complete record of the
hardware parameters
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RFP Channels and LED control
Additional information is displayed in the RFP tab relating to the data channels that are available from
within the RFP device. These data channels are displayed as text values. The RFP also has open access to
the LEDs on the RFP hardware. Access to the LEDs is provided because it can help with device
identification when there are more than one RFP device located in an installation.

RFP Run Hardware Tests
This section will be added when the self test functionality is in final form.

Advanced RFP Device Management
The RFP has features that may be exposed in the firmware/software release. These features allow a user
to do things such as loading new firmware to the RFP and editing default device settings.

Updating Firmware on the RFP
In the event of firmware updates on the RFP, the menu option “Update Firmware” can be selected. This
will produce a prompt with the path to the new firmware file.
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Once the Update Firmware option is selected a path will be displayed to the new firmware file:

A progress bar will display the status of the firmware reflash:

Once the firmware update is complete, the device will restart and reappear in the GUI tab.

RFP Change Active Streams
The RFP has data streams from internal sensing sources related to the performance of the RFP device
and RF performance. These streams can be enabled or disabled. In the case of installation setup, they
will all be utilized by the installer. However, they can be deselected for long term use under normal
operation, as this information may not be of interest.
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RFP Device Settings
Similar to the displayed values, the RFP contains a menu option to set the Frequency, Gate Voltage, and
Drain voltage. These defaults are saved in the RFP hardware once they have been set by the installer.

These setting values relate to the internal power amplifier on the RFP. The range on these values is
limited in the device hardware, with the following limits:
Gate Voltage from 1.5V to 5.5V
Frequency from 902.5 to 927.5
Drain Voltage from 10.75 to 14V
The RFP also contains an option to Enable RF Output on Power Up. This option should not be changed
unless by an installer. This option will enable the RF output without a computer connected to the RFP. It
can be used during installation for testing hardware.
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Wireless Module Receiver (WMR)
WMR Settings, Information, and Controls
The wireless module receiver will display a tab in the Main Plot Window when connected to the software.
The WMR has only one Graph Channel, from an internal temperature sensor located on the WMR. This is
displayed in the Graph Window by default.

Similar to all other devices, hardware build information, firmware build information, and build date
information are displayed at the top of the display tab.

Basic WMR Controls
The WMR basic controls are related to identifying and connecting with remote devices. The WMR can
scan and connect to remote devices it sees in the environment. For devices using RFP excitation, an RFP
must be energized for the remote radio to become powered. The WMR device also allows the user to
select the communications channel. This is useful for installers setting up multiple remote devices that
coexist in the environment.

WMR Menu Options
The WMR device is functionally different from the RFP device. The menu options are similar but will access
information related to the performance of the data radio.
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WMR User Tags
Setting the User Tags is a convenient way to name a device, indicate the location of a device, or otherwise
identify an WMR device. One recommendation is to name the device according to its location on a unit.
E.g. if the WMR is located on a Unit #3 rotor at bearing T9 and is the second WMR at that location, User
Tag 1 may be set to “U3 T9 WMR 2”.

WMR Show Device Information
The WMR can report verbose information relating to the hardware build, firmware build, and available
internal data sources. This information is useful to installers and also for storing a complete record of what
the hardware parameters are.
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WMR Channels and LED Control
Additional information is displayed in the WMR tab relating to the data channels that are available from
within the WMR device. These data channels are displayed as text values. The WMR also has open
access to the LEDs on the WMR hardware. Access to the LEDs is provided because it can help with device
identification when there are more than one WMR device located in an installation.

WMR Run Hardware Tests
This section will be added when the self test functionality is in final form.
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Advanced WMR Device Management
The WMR has features that may be exposed in the firmware/software release. These features allow a
user to do things such as loading new firmware to the WMR, editing default device settings, showing
radio packet (wireless) statistics, etc.
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Updating Firmware on the WMR
In the event of firmware updates on the WMR, the menu option “Update Firmware” can be selected.
This will produce a prompt with the path to the new firmware file.

A progress bar will appear with the status of the firmware write.

When the firmware write is complete, the WMR will restart and reappear in the GUI tab.

WMR Show Packet Stats
The Show Packet Stats option tells you what is happening with radio connections to WM devices. This
feature can be used in advanced debugging of hardware installations when physical connection of the
radios requires evaluation.

WMR Change Active Streams
The WMR has one local stream from a sensor on the WMR. The temperature stream can be disabled if it
is undesired. The result of this is not saving or plotting temperature data from the local temperature
sensor on the WMR.
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WMR Device Settings
In the WMR, the device settings relate to what WM the WMR is going to talk with. By default, the WMR
is set to a Channel (radio frequency) of 0 in the 2.4GHz band. Also by default, the WMR is set to connect
to any WM device. The autoconnect and serial number can be changed by a qualified hardware installer,
as these relate to the physical installation. Likewise, the channels will be changed by the installer to
reflect coexistence with other WMR and WM devices in the same location.

Remote Wireless Module (WM) Devices
Connecting New WM Devices
Connecting a new remote device with the software consists of 4 main steps:





Energize the remote wireless module, for example using an RFP
Configure the WMR to discover the remote WM device.
Connect to the WM.
Configuring the WM.

The software will auto configure a new “remote” tab for the new remote device similar to the tabs it has
already launched for the RFP and WMR controls. The remote WM is launched from the WMR tab. When
an applicable remote device is found and connected by a WMR, a new button will appear with the option
to connect. Pressing “connect” will initiate another tab for the WM device.
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Auto-connecting (Pairing) a WMR to a WM
The WMR has the ability to “pair” with a WM to automatically connect to the device. This option can be
exercised from the WMR menu under “Device Settings”. Refer to the previous section for WMR setting
information. Typically, the Auto Connect option is used after a hardware setup has been established by
the installer.
For example, if your WM target is serial number 955, you would enter 955 in the auto connect serial
number and check the box for “Enable Auto Connect”

Once the edits have been made to the device settings, a prompt will appear asking you to reset the
WMR. This prompt will restart the WMR and enable the new settings.
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Advanced WM Device Management
The WMR also contains options for the user to manage the WM device.






Connect (No Streaming) There is the option to connect to a WM device without streaming. This
option is a development option, but also can be used in scenarios of connecting to a WM when
power supply is not ideal, to save the power consumption of the module while internal settings
are modified.
Connect Any Bootloader scans for the presence of bootloaders on WMs in range of the WMR.
Connect Specific Bootloader gives the user the option of entering a WM serial number.
Bootloader Scan is a development control and can be used to identify devices that are not
booted in application, or if the application firmware is corrupted.

Connect, no streaming will open a WM tab with no data streams.

Bootloading a WM to Load Firmware Updates
The process to bootload a WM is as follows. This is an advanced option, but is low risk due to how the
application firmware resides separately from the remote device bootloader.
1. Disable RF Power
2. Enter the WMR tab and select “Connect Any Bootloader” or “Connect Specific Bootloader”
3. In the case of “Connect Specific Bootloader” you must know the WM serial number that you
wish to connect to.
4. Enable RF power.
5. A WM tab should appear with no data streams.
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6. In this WM tab, enter the Menu and select “Update Firmware”
7. A firmware file target will be selected and the update process will begin.

New WM tab appears with no streams:
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Enter the menu to Update Firmware:

File path to the new firmware file:

Writing firmware to the WM:
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Quad Telemetry Example
The Quad Telemetry is applied on the rotor in a typical TDMS installation. This WM hardware is presented
as an example software configuration.

Basic WM Remote Tab Information
Once the WMR has launched a remote tab for the WM device, there will be an additional tab in the Plot
Main Window named according to the WM device serial number, or the first User Tag in the WM device.
New remote devices (those that have not been configured yet) will not have User Tags in their memory.
A newly connected WM device will appear with empty User Tags and a limited (reduced) number of
Graph Channels. The default Graph Channel on a Quad Telemetry module is Torsional Strain.

WM Menu Options
The WM will display Menu options similar to the WMR and RFP devices. However, the Device Settings
for the WM device are significantly more involved because the WM has direct control over advanced
data acquisition of sensors located on the WM hardware.
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WM Device Settings
The WM device settings are exposed to the user in the Device Settings menu. This opens a window
containing tabs related to each type of sensor, or user configurable device, located on the WM. Each
individual setting on the WM has a default parameter that is stored in the memory of the WM device.
These defaults are set upon creation of the WM device at Suprock Technologies. A “Restore Defaults”
button is provided to populate the fields in the settings. This is only necessary if modifications are
accidentally made by the user or invalid settings are entered unintentionally.
The exposed settings for each sensor channel are:












Nominal Resistance – Expected resistance from the elements in a Wheatstone bridge
configuration. Used for WM self-test and hardware unit test functionality.
Minimum Resistance – Lowest resistance from the elements (based on tolerance specification) in
a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Used for WM self-test and hardware unit test functionality.
Maximum Resistance – Highest resistance from the elements (based on tolerance specification)
in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Used for WM self-test and hardware unit test functionality.
Channel Name – The user given name for the channel. This is a default setting in telemetry
modules that have been produced for specific applications. This is a default setting in the Quad
Telemetry hardware.
Channel Unit Type – This is the unit type. Uncalibrated sensors are displayed in LSB (least
significant bits). Unit options are available for applied calibrations.
Channel Scale – Calibration coefficient used for scaling LSB to a unit scale.
Channel Offset – Calibration coefficient used to zero sensor offset.
Channel Minimum – Maximum range (in terms of LSB).
Channel Maximum – Minimum range (in terms of LSB).
Channel Resolution – Result of oversample decimation inside the WM device. This is set to equal
the noise floor of the ADC system in the WM by Suprock Technologies. The value can be <1 LSB.
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Quad Telemetry Bridge A (Torsional Strain)
On the Quad Telemetry hardware, Bridge A is configured as Torsional Strain. Bridge A can be Enabled by
checking the radio box at the top of the device settings tab.

Quad Telemetry Bridge B (Lateral Strain)
On the Quad Telemetry hardware, Bridge B is configured as Lateral Strain. Bridge B can be Enabled by
checking the radio box at the top of the device settings tab.
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Quad Telemetry Accel A (Radial Acceleration)
On the Quad Telemetry hardware, Accel A is configured as Radial Acceleration. Accel A can be Enabled by
checking the radio box at the top of the device settings tab.

Quad Telemetry Accel B (Tangential Acceleration)
On the Quad Telemetry hardware, Accel B is configured as Tangential Acceleration. Accel B can be Enabled
by checking the radio box at the top of the device settings tab.
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WM Device Extended Settings
Additional settings are also available on WM devices. These settings can relate to things like tachometer
signal pickup and telemetry exhibition settings such as LED light bars. On the Quad Telemetry sensor, both
an LED bar graph and Tachometer settings are exposed.
Quad Telemetry LED Bar Graph
The Quad Telemetry contains an LED bar graph on the telemetry hardware that is useful for exhibition of
signal information on the hardware itself. The LEDs can be configured to use persistence of vision to create
a bar graph that appears to “float” on the rotating reference frame. This is mostly useful for demonstration
and exhibition applications but it can be used to communicate status of the device in applied
circumstances.
In the device settings, the Bar Graph tab has an option to select “Bar Graph Enabled” which will enable
the hardware associated with driving the LEDs on the Quad Telemetry. The Graph Channel (sensor data
source) is selectable by the user. The remaining settings are high pass filter and scale coefficients for the
data displayed on the bar graph.
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Quad Telemetry Tachometer
The Quad Telemetry hardware contains a high speed photo tachometer sensor that is useful for once-perrevolution sensing from a stationary source, e.g. stationary laser diode. This photo diode is fast enough to
capture strobe edges, also making it useful for time aligning signals (from multiple telemetry or multiple
installation locations) based on a strobed start.
The settings exposed for this light sensor can be configured by the installer. Default settings are populated
based on the sensor and timer internal configuration on the Quad Telemetry hardware.
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Saving settings.
Once you have modified or inspected the WM settings, you can select “OK” to write the settings to the
WM device memory.

Remember, the default settings are available as “restore defaults” so there’s no chance of
permanently harming a WM by modifying the settings. If an installer has modified these
settings, they should provide a record of which settings were modified and why.
The software will that the non volatile memory “NVM” has been written. Select Yes to reset the device.
This will restart the WM device and you will have to reconnect from the WMR tab.

Once the device has disconnected on reset you will have to reconnect to it from the WMR tab.

Quad Telemetry Graph Channels
The Quad Telemetry is providing time synchronous data for all of the channels listed in the Graph Channel
drop down menu. The displayed channel is the one selected in the Graph Channel. Regardless of which
channel is selected in the Graph Channel menu, all of the channels are being saved to the computer hard
drive during a data stream.
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Quad Telemetry Unit Tests, Channels, and LED Control
Unlike other many telemetry systems, the Quad Telemetry is capable of self-testing all relevant internal
systems. The internal analog and digital supply checks are exposed in the software. While all digital and
analog subsystems are checked by the installer, the supplies are the most important diagnosis of analog
sensor health and proper excitation.
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Quad Telemetry Log
The Quad Telemetry tab has a log similar to the WMR and RFP devices. This log is useful for showing
connectivity messages.
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Data Acquisition
The DAQ program will be acquiring data as soon as each device is connected. The data is being archived
constantly from all connected devices, both wired and wireless. Therefore, the data is stored for the
entire operation of the system and can be referenced for future analysis. The data of interest is typically
captured from a WM device through the WMR.
By default the Path of the data is saved to “My Documents” at:
C:\Users\User\Documents\Plotting GUI Data
The file structure is hierarchical by date. Devices fall under the date. In the below example, three
devices have been connected. There is a Power_Transmitter, Quad_Telemetry_Demo, and Receiver.







All devices are named by their USER ROW name or, by default, the device Serial Number if the
User Row name is unset.
All devices create a data folder and the data from each device is saved there.
Files are generated with time stamps according to when the data was acquired.
For data longer than 10m, new files will be created in 10m intervals which assists operating
system handling of the files and also post-processing activities.
The APD format is “asphodel packet data” which is a Suprock Technologies format containing
raw optimized packet data from the devices. This is 1000 to 10000 times smaller on disk than
ASCII.
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End of File
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